
Open questions

The role of early hormonal manipulation and
immunotherapy in CRPC



Open questions
The trials used conventional imaging approach, with CT scans and bone scans: could 

more recent imaging techniques (fluciclovine PET, PSMA PET) potentially able to 
earlier detect metastases, shrink the population of men with nmCRPC?



Considering the cost-effectiveness when implementing new 
techniques/strategies for bone and soft tissue imaging, the RADAR Group 

recommended 99mTc bone scintigraphy and abdomen/pelvis/chest CT as the 
imaging modalities for initial testing. 

Additional tests recommended
were plain radiography, MRI, and NaF PET to be

conducted at the physician’s discretion when necessary.



Conclusion: [68Ga]Ga-PSMA-HBED-CC PET could detect 
significantly more bone metastases in prostate 

cancerthan (99m)Tc-DPD bone scintigraphy.

New imaging modalities are allowing for earlier identification of 
metastatic disease that will allow for more targeted therapy.



Open questions
Is PSA a reliable predictor of disease progression during APA/ENZ treatment?

Does the impact on PSA suggest that these agents may alter the biology of nmCRPC?



The SPARTAN trial also has exploratory endpoints such as a second PFS 
(PFS2) that measured the PFS after patients received second treatment 
at physician’s choice including abiraterone or enzalutamide .

48% of patients who discontinued apalutamide (145/314) and 68% (189/279) who discontinued 
treatment in the placebo arm received either abiraterone or enzalutamide in subsequent treatment.
For these patients who received subsequent drug, the PFS2 from the apalutamide arm was not 
reached, while it was 39.0 months in the placebo arm (HR=0.49, p<0.0001), showing a 51% risk 
reduction of secondary progression.

Open questions



The argument could be made whether MFS is an appropriate surrogate for OS.
In fact, at the interim  analyses of the aforementioned trials, both agents 
(when added to ADT) had numerical trends for OS improvement that were not 
statistically significant, although the OS data were immature.

Is MFS an appropriate endpoint?

Open questions
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threshold for surrogacy

TRIAL LEVEL CORRELATION BETWEEN EFFECTS



At the individual patient
level, the correlation with
OS was 0.91 (95% CI, 0.91
to 0.91) for MFS, as mea-
sured by Kendall’s tau



Conclusion
rPFS was highly consistent and highly associated 
with OS, providing initial prospective evidence
on further developing rPFS as an intermediate end 
point in mCRPC trials.


